
Summary

Prerequisites

PMOS 0231, Intelligence Specialists are familiar with all 
phases and facets of intelligence operations. Typical duties of 
Intelligence Specialists include researching, filtering, 
recording, analyzing, producing, and disseminating 
information and intelligence. The Intelligence Specialist may 
supervise intelligence sections up to and including infantry 
regiments, marine aircraft group (MAG) and marine 
expeditionary unit (MEU). Additionally, depending on rank and 
billet assignment, Intelligence Specialists duties may include 
collection requirements management (CRM), targeting, target 
production, intelligence analyst, intelligence operations chief, company level intelligence cell 
(CLIC) chief, open source intelligence (OSINT) analyst, MAGTF information group (MIG) 
assistant operations chief, and targeting cell analyst at various echelons of command within 
the fleet marine force (FMF) and supporting establishment (SE).

Must be a U.S citizen. 

Must possess a CL score of 110 or GT score of 110 or higher. 

Security requirement: must meet sensitive compartmented information (SCI) eligibility 
guidelines based on a single scope background investigation/T5 investigation. 

Must have 36 months obligated service remaining upon graduation from the MOS 
producing school. 

Prior to conducting the lateral move interview, all applicants are required to complete a 
screening with a special security officer (SSO) to determine TS/SCI eligibility. 

Lateral move marines must be corporal (maximum 12 months TIG) or below, (waiverable 
by MMEA) of any MOS. 
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Requirements

Complete the MAGTF Intelligence Specialist Entry 

Course (N460JA2), Marine Corps Intelligence 

Schools, Marine Corps Detachment Dam Neck, VA. 

Targeting Section Chiefs (GySgt to Sgt) should 

complete the Joint Targeting Staff Course 

(N46HFS3), USJFCOMSP Joint Targeting School, 

Dam Neck Virginia Beach, VA. Marines assigned to 

the MIGs should attend the Intermediate Marine 

Corps Information Operations Practitioner’s Course 

(I-MIOPC) (N03F2G1), Norfolk, VA. 

All Marines requesting a lateral move into the MOS 0231, USMC and USMCR, must 

have a screening interview conducted by a 0231 GySgt or above. Interview waivers 

can be granted only by the OccFld 02 manager or CMC MM.

Marines who execute a latmove to the 0231 MOS must attend PMOS training within 6 

months of reporting to a command offering on-the-job training (OJT). Failure to attend 

and pass MOS training will result in an MOS reclassification or separation per current 

MMEA guidelines and applicable MCOs (may be waived by IOP and MMEA). SMCR 

Marines who execute a latmove to 0231 MOS must attend PMOS training within 12 

months of reporting to a command offering OJT. 
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MSgt Justin Chavis 
0231 OccField Specialist

justin.chavis@usmc.mil 
(703) 614-3489 /2082

For more information, contact 
your local Command Career

Retention Specialist or
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